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Anness Publishing, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This title offers practical techniques and projects for beginners. It is a practical guide to
watercolour painting for beginners, with expert advice, step-by-step techniques and hands-on
demonstrations to build skills and confidence. It is illustrated with over 250 photographs, including
easy-to-follow sequences and original artworks to guide and inspire. It explains the fundamentals of
art, such as the basics of colour theory, scale and perspective, in a manner that makes learning
easy. It introduces the equipment needed to get started in watercolour painting, including all the
paints, brushes, palettes and pencils you will need. It features simple demonstrations of basic
watercolour painting techniques, from laying a wash and working wet into wet through to textural
styles, such as spattering, drybrush and sgraffito. This is the complete practical introduction to
watercolour painting techniques for beginners. Each technique is introduced as a step-by-step
sequence that enables the reader to learn the brush stroke, and is accompanied by a short exercise
to allow even complete novices to produce simple studies from the outset. Written by two highly
accomplished artists, the book explains the fundamental theories of art, such as...
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Reviews
I just started o reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Ga ylor d
This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- K eon Lowe
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